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Shi Fumetsu

Shi Fumetsu is a player character played by club24.

Shi Fumetsu
Species & Gender: Nekovalkyrja Female

Year of Birth: Early YE 38
Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Star Army Medical

Rank: Nothing found
Current Placement: YSS Komainu

Physical Description

Shi was created as a relatively stock standard Neko, standing at 5'7“ with a rather minimal figure and a
small presence in any room she walks into, until she opens her mouth. Unlike some neko from her time
Shi does not possess a tail.

Shi has a crop of dark blue hair styled in an angled bob along with the standard feline ears poking
through, also covered in dark blue fur to match her hair though she usually keeps them hidden below it.
Moving down, a pair of tired emerald eyes stare out from under her fringe followed by a thin lipped
mouth often found downturned in a scowl. All this is wrapped up in a small face coloured in with an ashen
complexion bordering plain white skin.

When not dressed in typical uniform or specialist attire Shi often hangs around the medbay in a long
white coat and black tank top with matching black skirt. Occasionally people have claimed to see her
with bloodied surgical mask and gloves on however they are just stained red by design to scare anyone
watching her unwantedly.

Personality

Shi tends to be rather abrasive towards others, unlike the majority of her kin who easily get along with
everyone and even go beyond basic friendships, Shi tends to scoff at relationships. As a neko she knows
that her existence is one born purely out of requirement and as such she fully accepts her role and has
dedicated herself to achieving machine-like efficiency as she was designed.

When engaged in 1 on 1 her attitude changes slightly, she doesn't become a beaming angel however
there is a slightly increased chance of getting slightly meaningful conversation out of her. Only if the
challenger chooses all the right dialogue options.
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History

Pre RP

Shi was born out of a vat like so many of her kin in early YE 38, from the very beginning of her existence
it was obvious she didn't mesh well with others and came to close to getting into a few bad situations as
a result. Before long Shi was in and out of basic training and orientation and still as coarse as ever,
quickly making a name as the medic who worked faster than any other simply to get you out of her
medbay.

After training she was assigned to a station close to home as a way for the higher-ups to keep an eye on
her for a while longer, during one of her psychological and physical check-ups the neko met Dr. Shinobu
Kenja and they quickly formed a bond through shared interest in Soul Transfer Technology. The pair were
far from a perfect match and had plenty of civilised debates on their differing research but maintained a
strong respect for each other's intelligence and work. Shi was eventually married to Shinobu however it
wasn't long before command sent her out on a warship in YE 39 to patrol the home sectors. During her
time aboard, Shi carried out her assigned tasks without hesitation and was killed in action once as a
result of a slight miscommunication. The ashen neko of course had no memory of the death and simply
accepted it as part of her somewhat immortal life as a weapon, holding no grudges against anyone
involved. After being filled in on the details by request Shi then snuck around until she found the tattered
and bloodied lab coat she wore previously and took it for her sentimental value.

The extensive periods apart and her untimely death and rebirth strained the marriage, a lack of
communication and interaction between the pair allowing them to focus on other aspects while slowly
loosing the spark that initially kindled their bond. While Shi always believed there was something to
Shinobu's theories her interest turned almost into obsession with less and less regard for her own mental
state during her own tests. In YE 40 the pair mutually agreed to a divorce as their respective work
continued keeping them apart, deciding to end things on a respectful note rather than breed contempt
for each other in the future.

Skills Learned

Optional section. Shi Fumetsu has the following notable skills:

Star Army Common Skills - Taught to her during basic training like every other Star Army employed
Neko
Star Army Medical - Taught as her field of specialisation within the army, while still only the basic
rank of Santo Hei, Shi excels in medical treatment partially because of her natural social disconnect

Social Connections

Shi Fumetsu has the following social connections:

Ex-Husband Dr. Shinobu Kenja, Married from YE 39 to YE 40
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Inventory

Shi Fumetsu has:

1 x Brand new white lab coat
1 x Tattered, bloodied lab coat
2 x Sets of surgical masks and gloves
20 x Modified scalpels hidden inside each coat
3000 KS

OOC Information

In the case club24 becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? NO

Character Data
Character Name Shi Fumetsu
Character Owner club24
Character Status Inactive Player Character
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Active Duty
SAOY Occupation Star Army Medical
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